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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like playoff season!

Sudoku’s On the Back!
Ice gremlins have been eliminated!

BEST INVENTION EVER!!!!
Nathan “Invincible” Miller

Ok it might not be a flying car…
or a time machine… or one of
those things in Star Trek that gives
you anything you want… but it’s
still a pretty good idea. Imagine,
men, a urinal that doesn’t splash
back.
I couldn’t believe that they
haven’t made one of these yet,
so I did a Google search on it.
There are tons of forum pages
dedicated to helping men avoid
splash back and other nasty
side effects of bathroom visits.
Is two shakes or three acceptable?! Unfortunately, my search
for an anti-splash back urinal was
mostly fruitless. A few models have been invented, but I
haven’t seen them around in the
real world so I think they must be
cheap Chinese forgeries.
Seriously, what gives? The world
is more than ready for semi-hygienic urinals. Sure, resources
may be better used on low-cost
models for third world nations
who lack even those sink/trough/
abomination urinals, but still!
Even here in America we have
yet to perfect the urinal experience. It’s only a matter of time
before Japan beats us to it and
makes one that plays songs and
spritzes you with water when
you’re finished.
I think it’s high time some of our
fine engineers step up and create a perfect urinal. You’ll probably need to use some of those
computer programs that I don’t

know how to use to model
the advanced physics involved.
Even though there (hopefully)
won’t be any crossing streams
you should still account for that
in your calculations. Other factors you should consider: the
drunk swagger; the “I’ve been
holding this for hours” rocket
pisser; and everyone’s favorite,
“Can I use this as a toilet for just
one second.”
As the nation’s current urinal supply ages and requires replacement, the market for eco-friendly
and anti-splash back urinals is
bound to grow exponentially.
You probably shouldn’t quote
me on that though, since I’m as
much an economist as I am an
engineer. I’m just using everyday
logic here! Create an awesome
product that solves one of mankind’s worst problems = profits.
Gold chains and bling are optional.
Michigan Tech should really offer practical projects like this for
senior design. Not only would
you be helping humanity, the
successful team would probably qualify to win an Ig Nobel
Prize for their outstanding work.
Just think of how awesome it
would be to have that on your
resume! “Won prestigious international award for research conducted during undergraduate
career at Michigan Technological
University.” Get used to people
congratulating you, cause now
you’re a champ!

Muscle Building Pony Fans Accused of
Murdering Nerdy Teenager
By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

New Jersey - A blood-curdling
scream pierced through the normal
daily screams and arguments of a
New Jersey shopping center this
Holiday Break. Police rushed to the
mall to find three men in the girls’ toy
aisle beating and stabbing a 16 year
old to death. The men, Mike “The Engagement” Mikitino, Pauly “Paul D” D,
and Joe Tool are world-renowned
body builders, holders of the “New
Jersey’s finest Citizens” title, and fans
of the children’s TV show My Little
Pony: Friendship is Magic.
According to eye witnesses the
boy was mercilessly attacked by the
grown men after he called them girly.
“Normally I am cool with peps like this
kid talking down on Bronies like me,”
Paul D told us as he was dragged

away by the police, “but when this
skinny, glasses wearing punk called
me girly for jumping around and giggling in excitement over seeing a new
Twilight Sparkles toy (now with movable legs!), I had to beat his ass!”
Alcohol was believed to have an
influence in the attack; however the
main catalyst of this brutal murder
seems to revolve around the TV
show My Little Pony.
For over a year now the reboot of the
TV show has drawn a lot of grown
up attention and admiration. These
adult fans, commonly known as “Bronies”, tend to be peaceful and open
minded regarding the beliefs of others. “‘Love and Tolerance’ is the motto of most pony fans,” said Anthony
...see Twilight Murder on back

Something about this is just.... wrong. So very very wrong. And I’m even a Brony...
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Bourdain, host of the Travel Network
show “No Reservations” (He actually
is a Brony, no joke). “Our love for the
MLP Friendship is Magic’s rich stories,
deep characters, and skilled animation goes misunderstood by most of
the public. However we stay open
minded about others beliefs because every Brony used to think ‘My
Little Pony’s is for little girls’.” Anthony
went on to say that fact that those
men killed in the name of Ponies is
very rare and will most likely only
happen once a month.
At their federal trial last weekend, the
court was horrified when Mike “The
Engagement” shouted “We Loved
and Tolerated the shit out of that
brat!” An instant and unanimous decision was made by the jury. All three
men were sentenced to life in prison
for murder and for perpetuating the
male stereotype of “exercising daily,
loving violence and sex, being major tools, and enjoying children’s TV
shows”.
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Despite the jury’s verdict appearing
just, most of the country has been
in uproar against it. “The government
should not stomp aside people who
are standing up for their beliefs,” stated one CNN news reporter. The only
supporters of the men’s sentence
are Bronies and the entire New Jersey populous. However both advocate the murderer’s incarceration for
different reasons. My Little Pony fans
are angered over the men damaging the image of the Brony community, while New Jersey is “disgusted
that they were watching a colorful,
educational, humorous, adventure
packed show for all ages rather than
watching the new season of Jersey
Shore.”

